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Write the letter here.

Identifying text types

Read the text. Write the correct letter in the box.

1. Where can you find this text? 

 A. in a magazine

 B. in a newspaper

 C. in an advertisement

 D. in a poster

magazine column
magazine issue number

1

5

1   Read the question.  the keywords ‘Where’ and ‘text’.

2    the words in line 1 in the text. They are the special features 
of this text.

Let’s learn some examples of text types!
advertisement  magazine  newspaper

poster   recipe

Easy Learning Issue 10 — October 20XX

How to improve English

English is an important language. A lot of people around the world 

use it as a common language to communicate. This article tells you 

some easy ways to improve your English.

the title of the text

3   Look at the options. Think 

about which option has the 

features in 2 .

sample
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Look at the title. Pick a word 

and write it here.

3   Write the name of the 

text type which has the 

features in 2 .

Read the text. Fill in the blank with ONE word.

2. This text is a . 

  It tells us the ingredients and the steps 

for cooking scrambled eggs.

1   Read the question.  the keywords ‘text’, ‘ingredients’ and 
‘steps for cooking’.

2    the words ‘Ingredients you need’ and ‘Steps’. They are 
the special features of this text.

title
A recipe teaches 

you how to cook 

something.

1

5

subtitle

subtitle

steps

Scrambled eggs recipe

Ingredients you need:

2 eggs, half cup of milk, some butter, some salt

Steps:

1. First crack two eggs into a bowl.
2. Then beat the eggs and the milk.
3. Then pour the mixture into a pan.
4. Then heat the mixture until it gets thick.

sample
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Read the text. Answer the questions on the following page. 

Identifying 
text typesA yummy drink

1

5

10

15

Strawberry milkshakeStrawberry milkshake
Ingredients you need:

 1/3 cup of milk

 1/2 cup of ice cream

 1 cup of strawberries

 a little honey / some cornflakes (optional)

Steps:

1. First wash the strawberries.

2.  Then put the milk, ice cream and strawberries in the 

blender.

3.  Then turn on the blender to blend the mixture until it 

is smooth.

4. Then pour the milkshake into a glass.

5.	 If	you	want	to,	you	can	add	honey	or	cornflakes.

6. Then enjoy your strawberry milkshake! 

sample
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Write the correct letters in the boxes. 

1. This is  for a milkshake. 

 A. an email B. a recipe

 C. a diary D. an article

2. Which step comes after turning on the blender? 

 A. Put the milk in the blender. 

 B. Add more strawberries in the blender. 

 C. Pour the milkshake into a glass. 

 D. Add ice cream and strawberries in the blender. 

3.  Jenny does not want her strawberry milkshake to become too sweet. What 

does she NOT add? 

 A. milk

 B. strawberries

 C. honey 

 D. ice cream

Answer Q4 and Q5 in short answers. 

4.  How many main ingredients do you need to make a strawberry milkshake?

  

5. What is the first step when making a strawberry milkshake? 

  

Read the subtitles.

What can Jenny 

choose not to add?

sample
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Read the text. Answer the questions on the following page. 
(12 marks @2 marks)

Dear Elvis,

I am not home for a few days. Today when I leave home, your 

bedroom is a mess ... again. It’s time to clean your bedroom! 

First, start at your cupboard. Open all the doors or drawers and 

make sure you fold your clothes neatly.

Then, move to your desk and bookshelf. Don’t leave books open on 

your desk. Put away all your pencils and pens in your pencil case.

Then, have a look at your bed. Make your bed. Those dirty socks, 

school books, old pieces of paper, toys ... Put them in the correct 

places. 

Then,	have	a	look	at	the	floor.	Put	things	away	in	a	box	or	somewhere	

else	so	that	it	looks	tidy.	Sweep	the	floor.	

Do all this before I come back. I want to see a tidy bedroom.

Love, 

Mum

1

5

10

15

From: supermum@hitmail.com
To: lazyboy@hitmail.com
Subject: How to tidy your room
Date: 16 December 20XX 15:00

sample
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Write the correct letters in the boxes.

1. This is  from Mum. 

 A. an email 

 B. a recipe

 C. an advertisement

 D. an article

2. Where should Elvis start cleaning? 

 A. bookshelf B. bed

 C. cupboard  D. desk

3. Elvis should put away his  in his pencil case. 

 A. clothes B. stationery 

 C. food D. toys 

Answer Q4 and Q5 in short answers.

4. What clothing item(s) is/are on Elvis’ bed? 

  

5.  When should Elvis clean his bedroom? 

  

Answer Q6 in a complete sentence. 

6. On what date does Mum write to Elvis? 

 

sample




